DATE 11-13-2012 BY 65179 DMH/rs

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2009 6:50 PM 
To: 
Subject: Need to Meet for 30 minutes to dice this cut of the policy.

UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

FD-1028 Directive
V6 2-23-

As soon as your schedule permits, I would like to meet with above participants to cut/add/finalize. May have to pass it back to CID and or return to for another 14 day comment period. I think we could make it the broader policy as well.

UNCLASSIFIED
As you are aware, I and I have been working on a draft for the We think we are well on the way to finalizing. We have concentrated on Sections 1 through 11 and hope to finish up the last part on Monday.

We would appreciate your review of the draft to-date, to include any specific text comments. We would like to have your feedback by Monday, December 1, 2008. We would also like to tentatively schedule a meeting the week of December 1st in order to address any issues or language problems.

Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Attached, please find the final draft for which will be posted for the 14-day review/comment period. The review period should provide us ample time for development of appropriate definitions of "authorized" and "certified". Please feel free to forward appropriate language to me for incorporation into the draft.

Regards,
The attached is the most current version of the draft in question. To my knowledge, it has not been uploaded or made official at this point.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Regards,
I have attached some Determination and Findings (D&F) documents for your review. While your requisition states that there is not a previous contract number, we have issued several purchase orders for the same or similar services.

Please review the D&Fs and let me know if, a) one of these speaks directly to your current requisition, and b) you approve the D&F as written, or whether or not changes are required. If changes are required, please write them in the appropriate section of the document using a different color font. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks so much,

Contracting Officer
Quantico Contracts Unit
Procurement Section
Finance Division

ERF-Room A-226
T:
F:
SECRET
RECORD 268-HQ-1068430

Please forward to as appropriate:

For requisition: E007532 please use the following "edited" version.

For requisition: E007575 please use as is the following, with updates to the amount: This one is a follow-on project...

Please complete the review requested below and submit back to me no later than cob today...

Call and and advise them of this action.

SSA
Unit Chief

From:
To:
Subject: RE: Interagency Agreement E007532

From:
To:
Subject: FW: Interagency Agreement E007532

Importance: High
I have attached some Determination and Findings (D&F) documents for your review. While your requisition states that there is not a previous contract number, we have issued several purchase orders for the same or similar services.

Please review the D&F's and let me know if, a) one of these speaks directly to your current requisition, and b) you approve the D&F as written, or whether or not changes are required. If changes are required, please write them in the appropriate section of the document using a different color font. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks so much,

Contracting Officer
Quantico Contracts Unit
Procurement Section
Finance Division

DERIVED FROM: G-3 FBI Classification Guide G-3, dated 1/97, Foreign Counterintelligence Investigations
DECLASSIFY ON: 20320101
SECRET
This document is classified "SECRET" in its entirety, unless otherwise noted: (U)

**FINDINGS**

Derived From: G-3
Declasify On: 10/29/2022
(U) It is in the best interest of the United States Government to promote and facilitate the creation, development and propagation of uniform, cost effective and scientifically sound policies, procedures, practices, protocols, guidelines and techniques relating to ELSUR development.

DETERMINATIONS

(U) Therefore, this procurement is in accordance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation, Subpart 7.3 – Contractor Versus Government Performance and Subpart 17.5 - Interagency Acquisition Under the Economy Act. The legal authority for the acquisition is Title 31, U.S.C. 1535 and is authorized by the Federal Acquisition Regulation, Part 6.302-1.

Contracting Officer
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Head of Procurement Activity
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Procurement Executive
Department of Justice

Derived From: G-3
Declassify On: 10/29/2022
This document is classified "Secret" in its entirety, unless otherwise noted. (U)

FINDINGS

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), has a requirement to procure engineering services to support the research and development of electronic surveillance (ELSUR) techniques and equipment.

Derived From: G-3
Declassify On: 10/29/2022
It is in the best interest of the United States Government to promote and facilitate the creation, development and propagation of uniform, cost effective and scientifically sound policies, procedures, practices, protocols, guidelines and techniques relating to ELSUR development.

DETERMINATIONS

Therefore, this procurement is in accordance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation, Subpart 7.3 – Contractor Versus Government Performance and Subpart 17.5 - Interagency Acquisition Under the Economy Act. The legal authority for the acquisition is Title 31, U.S.C. 1535 and is authorized by the Federal Acquisition Regulation, Part 6.302-1.

Contracting Officer
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Head of Procurement Activity
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Procurement Executive
Department of Justice

Derived From: G-3
Declassify On: 10/29/2022
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: IMMEDIATE Date: 07/11/2007

To: All Field Offices Attn: All CDCs

Information Resources FBIHQ, Manuals Desk
CID UC

From: Operational Technology QT-ERF
Contact: SSA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 268-HQ-1068430 (Pending)
66F-HQ-C1384970

Title: POLICY. REVISED

Synopsis: The Operational Technology Division (OTD), Tracking Technology Unit (TTU) herein provides updated information and policy guidelines for the appreciate the considerable effort and commitment of those participating in the approach to ensure readily-available, high-quality delivery of these sophisticated services throughout the FBI.

Reference: 268-HQ-1068430 Serial 342

Enclosure(s): A checklist detailing requirements that need to be completed prior to the deployment of equipment or personnel. A map identifying the equipment. Example EC for requesting loan of technical equipment, example letter that should be submitted from the local Police Department to the FBI requesting a loan of equipment, and For more

POL2.wpd
To: All Field Offices  From: Operational Technology
Re: 268-HQ-1068430, 08/24/2004

information regarding legal polices please visit our web site

Details:
Hello all,

Attached is the EC for guidance on FBI [REDACTED]. I believe I’ve incorporated all the suggestions from the last meetings we’ve had - with [REDACTED] on July 21 and with [REDACTED] on Aug 3.

If you would, please review one last time before I send up for approval.

Thanks for all your help and advice on this.